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Abstract
high-profile security breaches at
Equifax and Sony have highlighted the
importance of the role of cybersecurity in
today’s digital forward world.
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v Recent
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v Concept
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human factors psychology researchers,
we recognize the opportunity to contribute
to the workforce development by
conducting research to better understand the
factors that predict the success of expert
cybersecurity professionals' decision making.

v We

describe an ongoing knowledge
elicitation study to understand how mental
models and situation awareness predict
decision making.

Background
v Research

shows data breaches will exceed
$150 million by 2020, and the global cyber
security professionals shortage is expected to
rise to 1.8 million by 2022 (Moard, 2015;
ICS, 2017).

vast body of literature has identified
concept maps as a reliable cognitive task
analysis tool (Crandall, Klein, & Hoffman,
2006).
maps are a graphical
representation of knowledge that identifies
important concepts and their relationships.

v Two

concepts and a linking phrase form a
complete sentence.

v The

process of a concept map begins with a
focus question that can be tailored to apply
to particular job role.

are using free card sorting in order to
understand how SME’s classify their
knowledge about creating secure network
systems.
are given a deck of cards and
asked to sort them into piles. Participants
label the piles.

vA

parking lot of concepts relating to
cybersecurity was adopted from the
National Initiative for Cybersecurity
(NICE) framework

v The

probe question facilitates the creation
of a list of most relevant concepts.

v Concepts

are ordered in a hierarchical
fashion, descending from more general to
more more specific/particular at the
bottom.

Discussion

Procedures
v Our

research participant population are
cybersecurity professionals from enterprise
technology companies in the San Francisco
Bay Area whose primary job role is to
protect and defend networks.

v The

NICE network identifies protect and
defend workforce category as follows:
“[specialists who] identify, analyze, and
mitigate threats to internal information
technology (IT) systems and/or networks”.
(Newhouse, Keith, Scribner, & Witte, 2017,
p.11).
participate in a 1.5 hour long inperson or remote data collection session,
completing concept map and card sorting
activities.

v We

are utilizing concept maps to capture
SME’s knowledge about their domain,
specifically their mental representation of
interconnected concepts that enable them to
make decisions in their network defender
roles.

v We

expect that concept maps of experts and
novices will differ in terms of number of
nodes and links between them.

v

We are specifically interested in the common
representation of knowledge that expert
cybersecurity specialists hold.

v SME’s

v Open

v We

v By

use free concept mapping software
Cmaps and a web based card sorting
program developed in the lab.

card sort will allow us to discover
patterns in the way SME’s classify important
concepts and be used to validate the NICE
Framework.
leveraging our research, we can improve
training and increase access to cybersecurity
careers.
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